DBS PayLah! Evergreen Scratch card T&Cs
● The promotion is valid from 17 May 2021 till 31 Dec 2021(both dates inclusive), and
available only on the ShopBack mobile app.
● The promotion is valid only with DBS PayLah! and DBS/POSB NETS cards that are
linked to ShopBack GO.
● This promotion is only applicable to users who are linking their DBS PayLah! And
DBS/POSB NETS cards to ShopBack GO for the first time.
Users must first link their DBS PayLah! and DBS/POSB NETS cards to ShopBack GO
and make a qualifying transaction, to get a sure-win scratch card of up to $20
● One scratch card will be awarded for the first qualifying transaction made at a
ShopBack GO brand and will be dispensed within 7 days from the date of purchase.
● Qualifying transactions include ShopBack GO partner outlets during the promotion
period and is offering in-store cashback/loyalty rewards
○ For example, if the ShopBack GO partner is not offering any in-store cashback
/ loyalty reward, any in-store transactions at that partner will not count
towards a qualifying transaction.
● Upon making the first qualifying transaction, customers will receive a notification,
which must be opened to reveal their scratch card.
● The scratchcard must be used within 48 hours of receiving it. No extensions will be
allowed, and no reminders will be sent prior to expiry of scratch cards.
○ To be notified when a scratch card is earned, notifications must be enabled in
the ShopBack app/device settings.
○ Earned scratch cards can also be accessed via the Rewards page, in the
Profile section of the ShopBack app.
○ Please ensure you are using the latest version of the ShopBack app.
● Splitting of bills is strictly not allowed.
● Customers will still earn the standard Cashback amount / rewards (as the case may
be) at partner outlets listed on ShopBack GO when paying with their payment
methods. The Cashback will be tracked on the ShopBack mobile app within 14
working days.
● All bonuses and Cashback earned can only be withdrawn to a bank account once a
customer has accumulated $10 worth of redeemable Cashback (from either
ShopBack or ShopBack GO purchases).

● ShopBack GO reserves the right to amend/cancel the promotion and its terms at any
time.

